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Virtual environments will deeply alter the way we conduct scientific studies on human

behavior. Possible applications range from spatial navigation over addressing moral

dilemmas in a more natural manner to therapeutic applications for affective disorders.

The decisive factor for this broad range of applications is that virtual reality (VR) is able to

combine a well-controlled experimental environment together with the ecological validity

of the immersion of test subjects. Until now, however, programming such an environment

in Unity® requires profound knowledge of C# programming, 3D design, and computer

graphics. In order to give interested research groups access to a realistic VR environment

which can easily adapt to the varying needs of experiments, we developed a large,

open source, scriptable, and modular VR city. It covers an area of 230 hectare, up

to 150 self-driving vehicles and 655 active and passive pedestrians and thousands of

nature assets to make it both highly dynamic and realistic. Furthermore, the repository

presented here contains a stand-alone City AI toolkit for creating avatars and customizing

cars. Finally, the package contains code to easily set up VR studies. All main functions

are integrated into the graphical user interface of the Unity® Editor to ease the use of

the embedded functionalities. In summary, the project named Westdrive is developed

to enable research groups to access a state-of-the-art VR environment that is easily

adapted to specific needs and allows focus on the respective research question.

Keywords: VR research, virtual environment, Code: C#, VR code repository, VR foundation, open source VR

INTRODUCTION

With the opening of the consumer market in recent years, VR has penetrated many areas of
everyday life: there are e.g., applications for marketing, the games industry and for educational
purposes (Anthes et al., 2016; Burke, 2018; Miller, 2018). Research on human behavior is also
beginning to take an interest in experiments in virtual reality (de la Rosa and Breidt, 2018; Rus-
Calafell et al., 2018; Wienrich et al., 2018). For instance, it is possible to embed ethical decision
making in a seemingly real context in order to achieve a higher validity of experiments (Sütfeld
et al., 2017; Faulhaber et al., 2018). Further, studies based on VR techniques address questions
regarding spatial navigation, such as neurological correlations of human navigation (Epstein et al.,
2017), as well as gender differences in navigation tasks in a well-controlled environment (Castelli
et al., 2008). Although there are already available tools for creating virtual cities, these applications
have not yet been designed for experiments on human behavior, but rather for planning and
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simulating urban development (CityEngine, 2013; Botica et al.,
2015; FUZOR, 2019; VR-Design Studio, 2019). Furthermore, it is
possible to use VR in a variety of psychotherapeutic and clinical
scenarios (Riva, 2005; Li et al., 2011). Not only is this cost-efficient
and more interactive than classical psychotherapy (Bashiri et al.,
2017), it also offers the possibility to use this treatment at home, as
VR becomes more widespread in the future. This means that VR
has the potential to increase access to insights of human behavior
as well as to psychological interventions (Slater andWilbur, 1997;
Freeman et al., 2018). Finally, VR can be combined with further
technologies, such as EEG (Bischof and Boulanger, 2003) and
fMRI, facilitating research of clinical disorders (Reggente et al.,
2018). In summary, VR techniques have the potential to heavily
advance research in the human sciences.

Still, compared to classical screen experiments, VR-based
experiments are complex and require extensive programming,
which is an intricate task by itself (Freeman et al., 2018).
This causes VR experiments in behavioral research to lag
behind their actual potential (Faisal, 2017). Even if already
existing experiments are transferred to VR, knowledge of
software and hardware must be acquired, meaning a larger
expenditure of time and content (Pan and Hamilton, 2018).
Westdrive is developed to eliminate these obstacles in the
context of studies on spatial navigation and ethical aspects.
It shortens the time required for the setup of or the
transfer to VR experiments by a considerable magnitude either
by enabling researchers to use the project scene directly,
or indirectly by letting them use only the provided assets
and code.

KEY FEATURES

Probably the most crucial features of Westdrive are size,
modularity and the simple handling of complex environments,
since all components of the City AI toolkit can be used
independently even without any programming knowledge.

Size is often a critical factor for virtual environments. This is
the case with e.g., navigation tasks within VR (König et al., 2019).
A distinction is made here between room-sized vista space and
large environmental space. Small rooms are easier to grasp and
therefore it is only possible in large environments to distinguish
between test subjects who navigate using snapshots of landmarks
only and those who have learned a true map of their environment
(Ekstrom and Isham, 2017).

The modularity of a virtual environment is of equal
importance. Not only does building realistic cities require the
consideration of many different aspects, but different research
projects also depend upon distinctive dynamic objects. For
example, an experiment on the trolley dilemma requires driving
vehicles and pedestrians (Faulhaber et al., 2018). A therapeutic
application for fear of heights requires high buildings and
animated characters to make the environment appear real
(Freeman et al., 2018). Project Westdrive offers a wide variety of
applications due to its modularity, both of the static environment
which comprises trees, pavements, buildings, etc. and the
dynamic objects like pedestrians or self-driving cars.

Additionally, the aforementioned managers of the City AI
toolkit enable a simple handling of the project. The City AI
toolkit, which facilitates implementation of paths, pedestrians
and cars, which are all usable within the Unity R© GUI without
any experience in coding. All of the components are accessible
within the Unity R© Editor. All managers can be edited separately
according to the respective requirements of an experiment. In
this sense, these separately adjustable components also support
modularity as only adjustments for the necessary components
have to be made.

To use the project, only a powerful computer, VR glasses and
the free Unity R© program are needed1. If the aforementioned
requirements are met, the scene presented here can be changed
or manipulated at will. It is also possible to make alterations
exclusively in the GUI of the Unity R© editor without writing any
code. This project offers not only the templates for static models,
but also the functions integrated into the GUI for paths, character
creation, and the creation of moving cars.

Westdrive and the City AI have been created with having
simplicity in mind to relieve users from as much time-consuming
preparations and programming as possible. Yet, as an open
source project under constant development, we also encourage
future researchers to further improve the project or change the
codes based on their specific needs. Westdrive gives the user the
possibility to carry out a multitude of investigations on human
behavior through the key features. For example, the simple
routing of pedestrians and cars makes it possible to carry out
studies on trolley dilemmas or the human-machine interaction.
Also, due to the realism of the avatars (Figure 5) it is possible to
build therapeutic applications for the treatment of fear of heights
or social phobias. However, this is only a very small part of the
possible applications.

PROJECT STRUCTURE

TheWestdrive virtual environment is built in Unity R© 2018.3.0f2
(64 bit), a game engine platform by Unity R© Technologies. This
engine is used together with a graphical user interface (GUI)
called the Unity R© editor, which supports 2D and 3D graphics
as well as scripting in JavaScript and C# to create dynamic
objects inside a simulation. Unity R© runs on Windows and Mac
and a Unity R©-built project can be run on almost all common
platforms including mobile devices like tablets or smartphones.
We have chosen this software due to many available application
programming interfaces (APIs) and good compatibility with a
variety of VR headsets (Juliani et al., 2018). Moreover, the use
of Unity R© grants access to an asset store, which offers the option
to purchase prefabricated 3D objects or scripts which only need
to be imported into an already existing scene. Thus,Westdrive is

1 Westdrive recommended system specs:

GPU: NVidia GeForce GTX 1080 ti, equivalent or better.

CPU: Intel(R) Xenon R© E5-1607 v4, equivalent or better.

RAM: 32 GB

Video Output: HDMI 1.4, DisplayPort 1.2 or newer.

USB Port: 1x USB 2.0 or better port.

Operating System: Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10.
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FIGURE 1 | Overview of the level of detail in the simulated city of the project

Westdrive in a completed scene.

a modular virtual environment, making it easy to integrate other
software now and in the future.

The Westdrive repository contains a city as one completed
game scene. All associated assets including driving cars, walking
characters, buildings, trees, plants, and a multitude of smaller 3D
objects such as lanterns, traffic lights, benches etc. are included
and offer a high level of detail (Figure 1). It also contains the
relevant code that executes interactions and animations of the
mentioned objects. Thus, users have all desirable components for
an experiment in one consistent package.

Westdrive can be divided into two sub-areas. On the one hand
there is the static environment and on the other hand there is
the code for interactions between dynamic objects. Both will be
explained in the following.

Static Environment
The static environment models a large urban area. It includes 93
houses, several kilometers of roads and footpaths, about 10,000
small objects and about 16,000 trees, and plants on a total area
of about 230 hectares. A large part of the 3D objects used for
this purpose are taken from the Unity R© asset store for free. A
list of used assets and their licenses can be found in the specified
repository. However, the design of the city presented here can be
varied at will in the editor and an included mesh separating tool.
It is possible to change the size, shape and amount of individual
buildings, streets, cars, and pedestrians in the GUI of the Unity R©

Editor. The same applies to all other assets presented here. The
static environment alone can thus be used indirectly for the
development of further VR simulations as the project provides
a large number of prefabricated assets (prefabs) that do not have
to be created again. Consequently, it is possible to easily develop
a broad range of scenarios for realistic VR experiments by simply
manipulating the static environment to match respective needs.

Scripting Dynamic Objects
To use Westdrive to its full extent, the code described here is of
essential importance. The code is written entirely in C# based

on Microsoft’s Net 4.0 API level and envelopes all functions
for the stand-alone City AI toolkit (Figure 2). This includes
six components developed by us: a Path Manager to create
and manipulate paths for pedestrians and cars, a Car Engine
script that allows cars to move independently, and a Car Profile
Manager to create different profiles for different cars (e.g., the
distance maintained to other vehicles, engine sound and car
color). Additionally, there is the Pedestrian Manager and the
CharacterManager, that control animations and spawn points for
moving characters along their defined route and an Experiment
Profile Manager, which defines the experimental context, like
routes, audio files, and scripted events along the path. The City
AI works as a stand-alone toolkit in the GUI of the Unity editor.
In short, it is possible to define fixed routes with spawn points
for pedestrians and cars along which the non-playable characters
(NPCs), such as pedestrians and cars, will move. Only if visual
change of characters is desired an external tool is necessary2.

To enable well-controlled movements of cars and pedestrians,
we developed a path creation toolkit inside the City AI
which incorporates mathematical components of Bezier Splines
(Prautzsch et al., 2013). This results in a deterministic and
accurate path following system which is only dependent on
units of time in a non-physics-based simulation. The users can
themselves change the control points of the path inside the
editor (see Figure 3). It is also possible to define the duration of
the route or the circuit in the Unity R© editor. Furthermore, the
kinematic path creation facilitates the creation of spawn points
for different asset types (cars and pedestrians at the moment,
see Figures 4, 5) for each path. All these functions work without
programming knowledge. The following components of the City
AI are also depicted in Figure 3 to give a better overview of
interactions and possibilities withinWestdrive:

Path Manager: This is the basis for all moving objects in
Westdrive. With just a few clicks in the editor, the user can create
new routes for pedestrians and cars or change existing routes. To
do so, the control points of the already mentioned Splines can be
moved using the mouse only. Afterwards it is possible to set the
speed for objects on this route.

Car Engine: This component enables vehicles to steer, brake
and accelerate independently both at traffic lights and in the event
of an imminent collision with other road users.

Car Profile Manager: This component allows users to
create and manage multiple independent profiles for cars.
It enables creation of various types of cars with different
characteristics such as engine sound, color, or a different spacer
for preceding vehicles.

Pedestrian and Car Manager System: These systems take care
of automatic spawn, restart, and re-spawn of all pedestrians and

2Character Creation: To create new characters for the city it needs two external

tools. One is Fuse CC from Adobe and the other is the Mixamo website. In Fuse

CC, a free 3D design program by adobe, it is possible to create figures according to

your own imagination. This created model can then be uploaded to the program

at Mixamo, which can automatically create animations (De Aguiar et al., 2017).

From this website, finished models with animations can be downloaded, which

then only need to be implemented into the project. All characters created with Fuse

CC in combination with animations from Mixamo can be used without licensing

or royalty fees.
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FIGURE 2 | Scheme of the City AI features in Westdrive. This illustrates the interaction of the different managers of the toolkit to enable spawned cars and pedestrians

as well as different experimental setups saved in one scene. These experimental profiles trigger the procedure controller, which takes care of the onset and ending of

the experiment and creates the subject’s car or avatar. This also triggers the car and pedestrian manager, which are responsible for the spawning of passive cars and

pedestrians. In combination with the Car Profiles and the Asset List, the various cars and pedestrians required for the experiment are created in the experiment.
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FIGURE 3 | Overview in the Editor of the Car Profile Manager, the Car Engine and the according parameter bar. These functions allow users to use different types of

vehicles in the city. The Car Profile changes the appearance of the vehicles, such as color, engine noise and sensor length. Car Engine allows the vehicles to move

independently on the defined routes through the city and to accelerate, brake and steer independently. For each of these functions defaults are provided. An

adjustment of these parameters is therefore only necessary for new vehicles.

FIGURE 4 | Impressions of cars in the highly realistic city scene.

cars in the scene. They have the ability to load resources in
an either synchronous or asynchronous manner, to ensure a
smooth-running experiment.

Experiment Profiles and Procedure Controller: These
scripts enable users to create different experiments within the
environment. These profiles set up parameters for e.g., the routes
that cars will follow. They also trigger the beginning and the end
of the experiment; the end of the experiment blocks and they
disable dynamic objects not necessary in the scene if needed. The
Procedure Controller uses the Experiment Profile to automatize
the experimental procedure e.g., by ending blocks, altering the
appearance of or completely excluding dynamic objects.

All of these managers assign the correct scripts to objects and
move them to a resources folder in order for them to be spawned
in runtime when the experiment starts. These toolkits ensure that
cars and pedestrians have all the necessary components attached
to them.

Implementation
As head-mounted display (HMD), the HTC Vive Pro is used
at our department. At the time of writing, this virtual reality
device is the most advanced technology available (Ogdon, 2019).
In order to transfer the player’s head movements into the virtual
reality, HTC utilizes two passive laser-emitting “lighthouses” that
have to be attached to the ceiling in two opposing corners of the
room. The two handheld controllers and the headset use no <70
combined sensors to calibrate the positions of controllers and
headset, measuring the time difference in sending and receiving
the emitted signal (Prasuethsut, 2016). To use the HTC Vive Pro
and the HTC Setup Software, an account at the online gaming
platform Steam is necessary. This requires a stable internet
connection, as both Steam and the HTC Setup software are free
to use. Since this device is one of the most expensive ones on
the market, it is used mainly for academic or industrial research
rather than private gaming.
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FIGURE 5 | Overview of all used Fuse CC Avatars in the virtual city.

It is also worth mentioning, that althoughWestdrive has been
developed for the HTC Vive Pro, it can easily be transferred
to other virtual reality HMDs. The last component for the
implementation is the Unity R© software. Unity R© can also be used
free of charge as long as a project is not used commercially.
Licenses are free for students and researchers. The Unity R© editor
can be downloaded from the Unity R© website. Now it is possible
to create a project order and convert the files from the repository
presented here into Unity R©.

A more detailed description of how to set up Westdrive as
well as an example of the functionalities can be found as tutorial
videos in the repository and in the Supplementary Materials.

CURRENT LIMITATIONS

Due to the complexity of the project and the differences between
a deterministic simulation and a computer game, there are
still many possible improvements to be implemented. With
current enhancements like occlusion culling where, objects are
not rendered when they are not seen by the player, simplified
shadows, and mesh combining, an acceptable frame rate of at
least 30 fps can be achieved using an NVidia GeForce RTX 2080
ti in combination with an Intel(R) Xenon R© E5-1607 v4. The
desired goal in the course of further research will be to reach
the stable 90Hz suggested by virtual reality technology providers
such as HTC and Oculus.

It is important to note that the code does not calculate the
mentioned objects physically, but kinematically, so no physically
simulated forces are applied to any moving objects. There are
several reasons for this: on the one hand, the computational
requirements of the computer on which Westdrive is used on
are kept as low as possible. On the other hand, an exact control
bar of the visual stimuli can be guaranteed, because each object
is spatially located exactly at the same place at the same time.
Furthermore, it makes potential directed changes easy, as no
physical interactions have to be reverse engineered.

Another point is that there is currently no structured
software architecture. So far, the priority has been on the simple
handling of all functionalities within the editor to facilitate the

creation of own experiments. A structured architecture is still
under development.

OUTLOOK

Concluding, we again want to emphasize the impact Westdrive
can have on future VR research. Already over a decade ago,
the potential of combining VR with physiological measurements
has been discussed (Bischof and Boulanger, 2003), but only in
the past years, when software became affordable, there was a
renewed interest in VR in science (Interrante et al., 2018). The
main advantage of the project is a simple implementation of
a versatile project which, despite its complexity, can be altered
quickly and easily without programming knowledge. Likewise,
the experiment in its basic form doubles as an eye-tracking
study. The code for the implementation is not included in
this version, mainly because it was not written by the two
authors, but by the Seahaven research group, investigating
spatial navigation in a virtual environment (König et al., 2019).
However, the repository will be constantly updated, thus it
will also contain the required eye tracking code for Pupil Labs
in the future. Westdrive as a city environment offers many
areas of application. Nevertheless, the project is constantly
in development and extension. At least two more scenes are
currently planned in order to allow for an even wider application,
for example the investigation of trolley dilemmas (Thomson,
1984) using a railway track or possible applications of the
acceptance of new mobility concepts. All improvements and
added scenes will be released via GitLab. Additionally, we
are going to further clear up old parts of code and unused
assets as code janitor, as well as fixing any possible typo or
mistake in the code. At the same time, we will expand the
comments and wiki section to have a user guide on how to use
the project.

Since we are constantly improving the code and add
functionalities, this cleanup is an ongoing process.

In this work, particular importance was attributed
to a comprehensible formulation in order to ensure an
understandable documentation of the work performed. There
is an almost unlimited number of application possibilities
for the extension of this project. The authors are looking
forward to the many great ideas for the continuation
ofWestdrive.

This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution
4.0 International License.

DATA AVAILABILITY STATEMENT

The datasets for this project can be found in the [project-
westdrive]: [https://gitlab.com/farbod69/project-westdrive].

All scripts in the repo can be found under: [https://gitlab.com/
farbod69/project-westdrive/tree/master/Assets/Scripts].

An executable file of the current experiment can be found
under: [https://gitlab.com/farbod69/project-westdrive#builded-
version].
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